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For twenty years, International Jobs has been the authoritative guide to launching&#151;and

enhancing&#151;an international career. Newly updated and extensively revised, this fifth edition of

International Jobs provides everything you&#39;ll need to navigate the rapidly changing,

increasingly complex twenty-first century international job market. For the first time, this

indispensable guide contains web sites for each organization&#151;and a new section on how to

most effectively use the Internet in a global job search&#151;&#147;day-in-the-lifeâ€• essays that tell

you what some of these jobs are really like, and honest, practical advice to help you sort out which

jobs present actual opportunities, and which just sound good on paper. With new chapters on

consulting, non-profits, advertising, public relations, and multimedia, this edition of International

Jobs is a must-have resource for today&#39;s savvy students and professionals alike.
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For twenty years, International Jobs has been the authoritative guide to launching and enhancing an

international career. Newly updated and extensively revised, this fifth edition of International Jobs

provides everything you'll need to navigate the rapidly-changing, increasingly complex twenty-first

century international job market. For the first time, this indispensable guide contains web sites for

each organization and a new section on how to most effectively use the internet in a global job

search and 'a day-in-the-life' essays that tell you what some of these jobs are really like, and



honest, practical advice to help you sort out which jobs present actual opportunities, and which just

sound good on paper. With new chapters on consulting, non-profits, advertising, public relations,

and multimedia, this edition of International Jobs is a must-have resource for today's savvy students

and professionals alike. "The best resource guide for the year 2000 and well beyond." - Lisa

Tomlin-Houston, Corporate Recruiter and Career Consultant "International Jobs now has

everything: from practical answers to first questions and appealing "a day-in-the-life" stories from

people in typical international careers, to succinct descriptions of more than a hundred organizations

active in international affairs. This is one book that students of international affairs and their advisers

cannot afford to be without." - Deborah Brautigam, Associate Professor, School of International

Service, The American University "This book, so well organized and elegantly written, should be on

the desk of anybody planning to cross national borders, be it in a corporate or individual context. I

recommend it highly: it is most apropos in our globalizing world." - Hans Decker, former CEO of

Siemens, N.A. "Many books are written on this topic. Few offer new insights. Fewer still are based

on first hand knowledge of the market. Kocher and Segal's International Jobs is perceptive and

informed by real world experience." - Gerald Sheehan, Associate Dean, The Fletcher School of Law

and Diplomacy, Tufts University "Searching for careers at the crossroads of the fast-moving global

marketplace can be as bewildering as it is exciting. Fortunately for every job seeker, this new edition

of International Jobs provides the perfect road map. It is full of straight talk and useful suggestions

that go a long way to ease job search anxiety by pointing clearly and concisely to the large number

of open doors in the global marketplace. I wish this reference had been around when I began my

international career." - Thomas J. Trebat, Managing Director, Emerging Markets Research, Citicorp

Securities, Inc. "A lively, authoritative, and comprehensive guide designed to crack the complexity of

the global job market." - Robin Lewis, Associate Dean, School of International and Public Affairs,

Columbia University

Eric Kocher served for twenty-two years with the Foreign Service and was subsequently Dean of

Career Education at Columbia146s School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA). He is now a

career counselor for the Princeton Club in New York. Nina Segal was Assistant Dean and Director

of Career Services at SIPA for nine years. She has consulted for the Ford Foundation and UNDP,

and is currently Manager of Cross Cultural Services at Windham International in New York.

Got this for a friend. It helped



I love this book and have given it to various friends considering overseas professions. It is very

comprehensive with web addresses and contact information as well as full descriptions of

organizations and what their work entails. I have used this book to research several jobs and have

even changed careers successfully because of the information found here. Buy the book!

great book, gives a great deal of insight on jobs for those looking for internationl jobs. also gives you

more ideas on other possibilities of work.

This book offers in depth examples and ideas for going about your international job search. Of the

books I have purchased in this topic I found this to be the best by far. Anyone who plans to work

abroad should own this book!

If you are witless enough to find this book useful, you should probably stay home. I can not believe

that this book was even published. The title is very misleading - 1) It does not provide any

information on WHERE the international jobs are, instead it provides a surface-level overviews of

certain industries. In fact, all of the information can be obtained for free from the internet or from

your college career office. 2) In terms of the information presented on how to get the international

jobs - one word - NETWORK. Yes, that is the advice presented in this book on how to get the

job.The most skewed section in the book is on the United Nations. The author claims to have been

a consultant (not an employee)to the UN but clearly does not understand how the UN works. It is

impossible to send in your resume and get a UN job or consultant contract without knowing

someone who will get you a UN job. The author forgets to state in the book that her husband works

for the United Nations.This book fails on so many levels. You would be better served to forget this

book and do some internet research on your own.

This guide is for 6th graders and anyone over that age should skip this book. Ninety-Five of the

guide outlines how to get into teaching English overseas or working (for free) for some no name

nonprofit. It is amazing that the so called "experts" try to pass this book off as an "authoritative

guide" or a "classic reference" for researching and launching an international career. Is low-paying

English teaching or low-paying non-profit work now an international career? GET REAL - try to have

a family and send your kids to college as an foreign English teacher or non-profit employee. Actually

Americans are tutoring English (instead of being an English teacher in the school) because most

countries offer English as a second language in the school and hire their nationals who majored in



English to teach in the schools.The sections on rÃ©sumÃ© writing, interviewing advice, web

resources, market analysis, and "day-in-the-life" stories - are outdated, extremely UNREALISTIC, as

well as FREE on the WEB. Actually there is must better advice and analysis on many career

websites. My advice - save your money and skip this guide.

This is suppose to be a guide to launching and enhancing an international career. But, there is no

advice or recommendations on the "enhancing" an international career. This guide provides very

little information on how to navigate the rapidly-changing, increasingly complex international job

market. The guide contains a section on how to effectively use the internet in a global job search

which is exactly posted on Monster.com for free!I did not find the unrealistic 'day-in-the-life' essays

honest nor practical advice. The information presented in this guide was NOT informed by real world

experience. Todays students are already knowledgeable about the internet/multimedia advice listed

in the book. The descriptions of the organizations active in international affairs is outdated - many

are no longer in business. Students of international affairs and their advisers SHOULD already know

the information in this book since it is very basic.Additionally, this book is NOT well organized and

NOT well-written. You money would be better spent elsewhere.

This book provides bad advice and recommendations regarding career planning. Part One of the

book, which is titled"Introduction to International Career Planning," answers questions about

education and experience required for specific careers and jobs. If a young person believes even

half of the info in this section they are doomed to depression and not "going after their dreams".

MOST employers, both domestically and internationally, hire individuals who do NOT have the right

education nor the right work experience. Most employers hire based upon personality, attitude, the

ability to fit into corporate culture, and the ability to learn quickly. This applies to all levels - from

entry jobs to CEO. If you read the business section of the newspaper or trade magazines, you will

see tons of examples. It is SAD that this book is targeted to college students who are often naive

about finding a job. This book serves to discourage more than help an individual see how their

education and work experience can translate into an international career.
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